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Abstract
Different graph generalizations have been recently used in an ad-hoc
manner to represent multilayer networks, i.e. systems formed by distinct
layers where each layer can be seen as a network. Similar constructions have
also been used to represent time-varying networks. We introduce the con-
cept of MultiAspect Graph (MAG) as a graph generalization that we prove
to be isomorphic to a directed graph, and also capable of representing all
previous generalizations. In our proposal, the set of vertices, layers, time in-
stants, or any other independent features are considered as an aspect of the
MAG. For instance, a MAG is able to represent multilayer or time-varying
networks, while both concepts can also be combined to represent a multilayer
time-varying network and even other higher-order networks. Since the MAG
structure admits an arbitrary (finite) number of aspects, it hence introduces a
powerful modelling abstraction for networked complex systems. This paper
formalizes the concept of MAG and derives theoretical results useful in the
analysis of complex networked systems modelled using the proposed MAG
abstraction. We also present an overview of the MAG applicability.
1
1 Introduction
Many graph generalizations have been proposed in the related literature, e.g. hy-
pergraphs [1], with the purpose of representing edges with multiple vertices, so
that every vertex on an edge is related to all other vertices in that edge. In partic-
ular, k-uniform hypergraphs are sometimes referred to as k-graphs or generalized
graphs [2, 3, 4].
More recently, other graph generalizations have been proposed for modelling
systems that are described as the conjunction of distinct interdependent networks,
where each of these networks can be seen as distinct layers, each of which can be
represented by a graph. These generalizations, usually known as multilayer net-
works [5, 6, 7, 8], propose structures where (some) vertices may be connected in
distinct layers. As an example, consider an urban multimodal public transporta-
tion system. This system can be modelled by distinct layers, such as the bus net-
work, the tramway network, the subway network, the commuter rail network, and
so on. Note that, in such an arrangement, each layer can be modelled by an in-
dependent graph and some vertices (i.e., bus and tramway stops; commuter rail
and metro stations) may be shared by distinct layers, thus connecting the whole
system. Similar graph generalizations have been proposed for time-varying net-
works [9, 10, 11, 12, 13], where the structure of the network (e.g. vertices or
edges) may vary in time. Although these models are in use for some time, they
are not general enough to be able to combine these two features and represent a
time-varying multilayer network. An example of such a network is a multimodal
transportation system where, as before, the layers represent the distinct transporta-
tion modes and the vertices are the stops, but the time may be added to represent
the service schedule. In this network, an edge is constructed by six parameters, two
representing vertices, two representing layers, and two representing time instants.
For instance, a bus leaving the bus stop b1 at time ta and arriving to the stop b2 at
time tb can be represented by the edge pb1,bus, ta,b2,bus, tbq. There is a lack of a
formal unified representation for such complex networked systems.
In this paper, we formalize the concept of MultiAspect Graph (MAG)1 as a fur-
ther generalization able to represent multilayer and time-varying networks, as well
as time-varying multilayer networks and even other higher-order networks. A sim-
ilar idea was briefly discussed in [15], whereas without a thorough formalization.
In a MAG, the set of vertices, layers, time instants, or any other independent fea-
1Disambiguation: Note that MAG is also an acronym used in [14] for “Multiplicative Attribute
Graph”. The Multiplicative Attribute Graph model intends to model networks in which nodes may
have attributes and the proposed model captures the interactions between the network structure and
the node attributes, which is a completely different purpose than the MultiAspect Graph (MAG)
abstraction introduced in this paper.
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ture, is considered as an aspect. On a MAG with p aspects, an edge is a 2p-tuple,
formed by two elements of each aspect, grouped in two parts, each containing one
element of each aspect. For instance, a multilayer network can be represented by
a MAG with 2 aspects, the first being the set of vertices and the second the set of
layers. Each edge in this example is a quadruple, containing 2 vertices and 2 lay-
ers. Note that a time-varying multilayer network, such as the previously discussed
multimodal transportation system, is namely a MAG with 3 aspects.
We formally define a MAG and its basic properties. The key contribution of this
paper is to show that a MAG is closely related to a traditional oriented graph. This
relation can be used to analyze properties and applications of the MAG concept on
network analysis. We further discuss some general examples of the applicability of
order 2 and 3 MAGs as well as of the basic MAG representation and algorithms.
It is our intent to make this work accessible to a broader audience, which might
be interested in modelling and analyzing complex networked systems, where the
MAG formalization introduced in this paper can prove helpful. Consequently, we
adopt a relatively verbose proof and presentation style in an effort to increase the
readability by a broader audience.
The remainder of this work is structured as follows. Section 2 introduces the
concept of a MultiAspect Graph (MAG). The main properties of a MAG are de-
rived in Section 3. Section 4 discusses the applicability of the MAG abstraction.
Section 5 concludes the paper and discusses possible future works.
2 MultiAspect Graph (MAG)
In this section, we introduce the concept of a MultiAspect Graph (MAG).
2.1 MAG definition
We define a MAG as H “ pA,Eq, where E is a set of edges and A is a finite list
of sets, each of which is called an aspect. Each aspect σ P A is a finite set, and
the number of aspects p “ |A| is called the order of H . Each edge e P E is a
tuple with 2ˆ p elements. All edges are constructed so that they are of the form
pa1, . . . ,ap,b1, . . . ,bpq, where a1,b1 are elements of the first aspect of H , a2,b2 are
elements of the second aspect of H , and so on, until ap,bp which are elements of
the p-th aspect of H .
As a matter of notation, we say that ApHq is the aspect list of H and EpHq is
the edge set of H . Further, ApHqrns is the n-th aspect in ApHq, |ApHqrns| “ τn
is the number of elements in ApHqrns, and |ApHq| is the order of H . We adopt
the convention of calling the elements of the first aspect of a MAG (ApHqr1s) as
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vertices, and also, the convention of calling the first p entries of the edge e as the
origin elements of e, and the last p entries as the destination elements of the edge e.
Further, we define the following two sets constructed from the cartesian products
of aspects of an order p MAG:
VpHq “
pą
n“1
ApHqrns, (1)
the cartesian product of all the aspects of the MAG H , and
EpHq “
2pą
n“1
ApHqrpn´1qpmod pq`1s, (2)
which is the set of all possible edges in the MAG H , so that EpHq Ď EpHq.
We call u P VpHq a composite vertex of MAG H . As a matter of notation,
a composite vertex is always represented as a bold lowercase letter, as in u, for
instance. By construction, a pair pu,vq of composite vertices is closely related to
an edge e P EpHq. In fact, it can be seen that for every edge e P EpHq there are two
composite vertices u,v PVpHq such that the entries of u match the origin elements
of e and the entries of v match the destination elements of e. From this, for an edge
e “ pa1,a2, . . . ,ap,b1,b2, . . . ,bpq P EpHq we can define the functions
pio : EpHq Ñ VpHq (3)
e“ pa1,a2, . . . ,ap,b1,b2, . . . ,bpq ÞÑ pa1,a2, . . . ,apq,
which maps the origin elements of an edge to a composite vertex, and
pid : EpHq Ñ VpHq (4)
e“ pa1,a2, . . . ,ap,b1,b2, . . . ,bpq ÞÑ pb1,b2, . . . ,bpq,
which maps the destination elements of an edge to a composite vertex. Based on
these two functions, we also define the bijective function
ψ : EpHq Ñ VpHq
ą
VpHq (5)
e ÞÑ ppiopeq,pidpeqq “ ppa1,a2, . . . ,apq,pb1,b2, . . . ,bpqq.
Similarly to a simple graph, we do not allow the presence of self-loop edges on
a MAG, i.e. for any MAG H , if eℓ P EpHq is a self-loop edge, then eℓ R EpHq. In a
MAG, a self-loop edge is an edge eℓ P EpHq, such that piopeℓq “ pidpeℓq.
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Further, since on an order p MAG an edge is a tuple with 2ˆ p elements, we
also define 2ˆ p canonical projections, where each of those projections maps an
edge to one of its elements:
pin : EpHqÑ ApHqrns (6)
pa1, . . . ,ap,b1, . . . ,bpq ÞÑ an,
pip`n : EpHqÑ ApHqrns (7)
pa1, . . . ,ap,b1, . . . ,bpq ÞÑ bn.
We also use the projections pi1 to pip defined above to recover each of the values
that compose the p-tuple which characterizes a composite vertex. This is an abuse
of notation, since the domain of these projections is a set of edges instead of a set
of composite vertices, but the intuition and readability gained with this notation
justifies its use.
2.2 Aspect sub-determination
The sub-determination of the composite vertices in a MAG H partitions VpHq
into equivalence classes considering only a partial aspect sublist. As a conse-
quence, the sub-determination of the composite vertices leads to edge and MAG
sub-determinations. For instance, the traditional aggregated direct graph, com-
monly found in the time-varying graph literature, is a particular case of MAG sub-
determination. We detail this in the following subsections.
2.2.1 Sub-determined composite vertices
On a given MAG H , we use a nonempty proper sublist2 of the aspects of the MAG
to characterize an equivalence class, which is then used to partition the set of com-
posite vertices.
For a MAG H of order p, there are 2p ´ 1 proper sublists of ApHq. As we re-
quire the sublist of aspects used to characterize an equivalence class to be nonempty,
it follows that it can be characterized in 2p ´ 2 distinct ways. For each of these
2p ´ 2 ways, we have a list ACpHq Ă ApHq of the aspects used to determine an
equivalence class. Note that in a MAG of order p “ 1 (i.e. a traditional graph), a
vertex can not be sub-determined, since 2p´2“ 0.
Let ζ , with 1 ď ζ ď 2p ´ 2, be an index for one of the possible ways to con-
struct a proper nonempty sublist of aspects. From this, we can define a canonical
2A proper sublist of a given list L is a sublist which is strictly contained in L and so necessarily
excludes at least one member of L.
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representation of the sub-determination directly defined by ζ . For any given ζ , we
consider the p-bit binary expansion of ζ that is used as an indicator showing which
aspects of the original MAG are present on the sub-determination. More specifi-
cally, the least significant bit indicates the presence or absence of the first aspect
and the most significant bit indicates the presence or absence of the last aspect. By
this convention, in a MAG with p“ 3 aspects, we have that ζ “ 0012 corresponds
to the sub-determination where only the first aspect is present, ζ “ 0102 corre-
sponds to the sub-determination where only the second aspect is present, ζ “1012
corresponds to the sub-determination where both the first and the third aspects are
present, and so on. By using this convention, we can directly associate a given ζ
to its corresponding aspect sublist.
Therefore, for each ζ , we have a unique sublist Aζ pHq of aspects, such that
pζ “ |Aζ pHq| is the order of the sub-determination ζ . We now define the set
Vζ pHq “
pζą
n“1
Aζ pHqrns, (8)
where Vζ pHq is the cartesian product of all the aspects in the sublist Aζ pHq of
aspects, according to the index ζ . We call uζ P Vζ pHq a sub-determined vertex,
according to the sub-determination ζ .
We can now define the function
Sζ : VpHq Ñ Vζ pHq (9)
pa1,a2, . . . ,apq ÞÑ paζ1 ,aζ2 , . . . ,aζmq,
where m “ pζ . Sζ maps a composite vertex u P VpHq to the corresponding sub-
determined composite vertex uζ P Vζ pHq, according to the sub-determination ζ .
As paζ1 ,aζ2 , . . . ,aζmq PVζ pHq, it follows that aζ1 P Aζ pHqr1s, . . . ,aζm P Aζ pHqrms.
From the definition, it can be seen that the function Sζ is not injective. Hence,
the function Sζ for a given sub-determination can be used to define a equivalence
relation ”ζ in VpHq, where for any given composite vertices u,v PVpHq, we have
that u ”ζ v if and only if Sζ puq “ Sζ pvq.
2.2.2 Sub-determined edges
From the sub-determination ζ of order pζ , we can also construct the set
Eζ pHq “
2ˆpζą
n“1
Aζ pHqrpn´1qpmod pζ q`1s, (10)
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where pζ “ |Aζ pHq| is the order of the sub-determination ζ , and Eζ pHq is the set
of all possible sub-determined edges according to ζ . We then define the function
Eζ : EpHq Ñ Eζ pHq (11)
pa1,a2, . . . ,ap,b1,b2, . . . ,bpq ÞÑ paζ1 ,aζ2 , . . . ,aζm ,bζ1 ,bζ2 , . . . ,bζmq,
where m“ pζ and aζ1 ,bζ1 PAζ pHqr1s,aζ2 ,2ζ2 PAζ pHqr2s, . . . ,aζm ,bζm PAζ pHqrms.
This function takes an edge to its sub-determined form according to ζ in a similar
way as defined above for composite vertices. In general, the function Eζ is not
injective. Consider two distinct edges e1,e2 P EpHq, such that e1 and e2 differ only
in aspects which are not in Aζ pHq. Since Eζ p¨q only contains values for aspects
present in Aζ pHq, it follows that Eζ pe1q “ Eζ pe2q, and therefore Eζ is not injec-
tive. Further, consider an edge e P EpHq and its sub-determined edge eζ “ Eζ peq,
such that piopeζ q “ pidpeζ q, i.e. eζ is a self-loop. Since self-loops are not allowed
to be present on a MAG, it follows that eζ R Eζ pEpHqq. As consequence, we have
that |Eζ pEpHqq| ď |EpHq|.
2.2.3 Sub-determined MAGs
For a given sub-determination ζ we have the sublist Aζ pHq of considered aspects
and also the sub-determined edges obtained from ζ . Based on them, we can now
obtain a sub-determined MAG. For a given sub-determination ζ we define the func-
tion
Mζ : pApHq,EpHqqÑ pAζ pHq,Eζ pHqq (12)
H ÞÑ pAζ pHq,Eζ pEpHqqq.
Since Aζ pHq is the sublist of aspects of H prescribed by ζ and Eζ pEpHqq is the set
of all sub-determined edges according to the sub-determination ζ , it follows that
pAζ pHq,Eζ pEpHqqq is a MAG obtained from H according to the sub-determination
ζ . As |Aζ pHq| ă |ApHq|, it follows that the order of Mζ pHq is lower than the order
of H . Further, since self-loops may be created by edge sub-determination and
discarded, and also since Eζ is not injective, it follows that |Eζ pEpHqq| ď |EpHq|.
2.2.4 Aggregated directed graph
The concept of aggregated graph is usually found in the literature associated with
time-varying or multilayer networks. In these environments, it consists of ignoring
the time and layer aspects while projecting all edges over the vertices set. Since
MAGs can be used to represent time-varying and multilayer graphs, we present a
similar concept extended to the MAG environment.
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The aggregated graph associated with a MAG is a directed graph created by a
particular case of MAG sub-determination, ζ “ 1, where A1pHq “ rApHqr1ss, the
sublist of H which contains only the first aspect of the MAG H . In this case, for a
given MAG H with p aspects, we have
E1 : EpHqÑ ApHqr1s
ą
ApHqr1s (13)
pa1,a2, . . . ,ap,b1,b2, . . . ,bpq ÞÑ pa1,b1q,
where a1,b1 P ApHqr1s, and
M1 : pApHq,EpHqq Ñ prApHqr1ss,ApHqr1s
ą
ApHqr1sq (14)
H ÞÑ prApHqr1ss,E1pEpHqqq.
Note that since M1pHq is an order 1 MAG, it follows that M1pHq is a traditional
directed graph, as every a P ApHqr1s is a vertex, and every edge e P E1pEpHqq Ď
ApHqr1s
Ś
ApHqr1s.
3 MAG properties
In this section, we derive the main properties of a MAG as follows. Section 3.1 dis-
cusses isomorphisms between MAGs. Section 3.2 presents isomorphisms between
MAGs and traditional directed graphs. The theoretical results obtained in Sec-
tion 3.2 are key for the subsequent subsections, where the relation between MAGs
and directed graphs is further explored. Section 3.3 defines the concept of degree
on a MAG. Section 3.4 explores adjacency on MAGs and its relation to adjacency
in directed graphs. Section 3.5 discusses the relations between walks, trails, paths,
and cycles on a MAG and on a traditional directed graph. Sections 3.6 discusses
shortest paths on MAGs.
3.1 MAG isomorphism
Two MAGs of order p, H and K, are isomorphic if p “ |ApHq| “ |ApKq|, and
there are p bijective functions fn : ApHqrns Ñ ApKqrns such that pa1,a2, . . . ,ap,b1,
b2, . . . ,bpq P EpHq if and only if p f1pa1q, . . . , fppapq, f1pb1q, . . . , fppbpqq P EpKq,
where a1,b1 P ApHqr1s, a2,b2 P ApHqr2s, . . . ,ap,bp P ApHqrps.
Since the MAG isomorphism is an equivalence relation, the set of all MAGs
isomorphic to a given MAG H form an equivalence class in the set of all MAGs.
This equivalence relation partitions the set of all MAGs. Further, since the func-
tions fp are bijections, it follows that if two MAGs H and K are isomorphic, they
necessarily are of the same order, and each pair of aspects in H and K has the
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same number of elements, i.e. |ApHq| “ |ApKq| and |ApHqrns| “ |ApKqrns|, for all
0 ă n ď p. From the requirement that an edge pa1,a2, . . . ,ap,b1,b2, . . . ,bpq exists
in H if and only if the edge p f1pa1q, f2pa2q, . . . , fppapq, f1pb1q, f2pb2q, . . . , fppbpqq
exists in K, it can be seen that two isomorphic MAGs also have the same number
of edges, i.e. |EpHq| “ |EpKq|.
In addition to the isomorphism between MAGs, a special case of the MAG
isomorphism can be constructed, which characterizes a natural isomorphism (i.e.
a natural choice of isomorphism) between a MAG H and a directed graph G. To
achieve this, we make the directed graph G such that its vertex set V pGq is equal
to the set VpHq and use the identity function I : VpHq Ñ V pGq as the bijective
function to characterize the isomorphism.
In Section 3.2, we present Theorem 1 with a more general proof of the existence
and uniqueness of the isomorphism between a MAG and a directed graph. Note
that the idea of the natural isomorphism we just mentioned can provide an intuitive
insight for the proof of Theorem 1.
3.2 Isomorphism between MAGs and directed graphs
We say a MAG H is isomorphic to a traditional directed graph G when there is a
bijective function f : VpHq ÑV pGq, such that an edge e P EpHq if and only if the
edge p f ppiopeqq, f ppidpeqqq P EpGq.
Theorem 1. For every MAG H of order p ą 0, where all aspects are non-empty
sets, there is a unique (up to a graph isomorphism) directed graph G withśpn“1 τn
vertices which is isomorphic to the MAG H. Note that τn “ |ApHqrns| is the number
of elements on the n-th aspect of H.
Proof. We show that for any such MAG H there is a unique (up to a graph isomor-
phism) directed graph withśpn“1 τn vertices for which there is a bijective function
f : VpHq Ñ V pGq, such that any edge e “ pa1,a2, . . . ,ap,b1,b2, . . . ,bpq P EpHq if
and only if p f ppiopeqq, f ppidpeqqq “ p f ppa1,a2, . . . ,apqq, f ppb1,b2, . . . ,bpqqq P EpGq.
• Existence of G:
Given the MAG H , we construct a directed graph G which satisfies the
isomorphism conditions. We start with a directed graph G with
śp
n“1 τn
vertices and no edges. Note that the number of vertices in G equals the
number of composite vertices in H , i.e. |V pGq| “ |VpHq| “
śp
n“1 τn. We
then take an arbitrary bijective function f : VpHq Ñ V pGq. Since the sets
V pGq and VpHq have the same number of elements, such bijection exits. Fi-
nally, for every edge e “ pa1,a2, . . . ,ap,b1,b2, . . . ,bpq P EpHq we add an
edge p f ppiopeqq, f ppidpeqqq to EpGq. Since f is injective, it follows that
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if piopeq ‰ pidpeq then f ppiopeqq ‰ f ppidpeqq. Therefore, each distinct edge
e P EpHq is mapped to a distinct edge p f ppiopeqq, f ppidpeqqq P EpGq. As the
only edges in EpGq are the ones mapped from EpHq, it follows that the edge
e P EpHq if and only if the edge p f ppiopeqq, f ppidpeqqq P EpGq, as required.
Note that, as a consequence, we have that |EpHq| “ |EpGq|. This gives us
a directed graph G and a bijective function f that satisfies the isomorphism
requirements. Therefore, we have shown that the required directed graph G
exists.
• Uniqueness of G:
Let’s assume that in addition to the MAG H , the directed graph G, and the
bijective function f described above, we also have another directed graph J
with
śp
n“1 τn vertices and a bijective function j : VpHq Ñ V pJq, such that
any edge e P EpHq if and only if the edge p jppiopeqq, jppidpeqqq P EpJq. Since
both f and j are bijective functions, it follows that the composite function
p j˝ f ´1q : V pGqÑV pJq is also a bijection. Further, from the definitions of f
and j, it follows that the vertices u,v PV pGq are adjacent in G if and only if
the vertices p j ˝ f ´1qpuq,p j ˝ f ´1qpvq PV pJq are adjacent in J. The converse
follows from the same argument applied to an edge in EpJq. Therefore, G
and J are isomorphic directed graphs, and thus G is unique up to a graph
isomorphism.
Given the existence and uniqueness of the directed graph G, the existence of the
function f , and since H is an arbitrary MAG, we conclude that the theorem holds.
As a matter of notation, hereafter we use e to refer to MAG edges and s to refer
to traditional directed graph edges.
Corollary 1. Given a MAG H and a directed graph G isomorphic to H, there is
a bijective function from EpHq to EpGq, built upon the isomorphism characterised
by the bijection f , and which takes each edge e P EpHq to its corresponding edge
s P EpGq.
Proof. Let H be a MAG and G a directed graph isomorphic to H . Since H and
G are isomorphic, an edge e belongs to EpHq if and only if a corresponding edge
s “ p f ppiopeqq, f ppidpeqqq belongs to EpGq, and the function f is a bijection from
VpHq to V pGq. Consider the following function
h : EpHqÑ EpGq (15)
e ÞÑ p f ppiopeqq, f ppidpeqqq.
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Since H and G are isomorphic, it follows that if e PEpHq then s“p f ppiopeqq, f ppidpeqqq
P EpGq. Further, since function f is bijective, for every s P EpGq there is a unique
e P EpHq such that s “ hpeq. Therefore, we can conclude that h is also bijective
and the corollary holds.
Theorem 1 as well as Corolary 1 represent an important theoretical result be-
cause this allows the use of the isomorphic directed graph as a tool to analyze both
the properties of a MAG and the behavior of dynamic processes over a MAG.
3.2.1 MAG representation by composite vertices
We now show that it is possible to create a representation of any given MAG using
composite vertices. This is equivalent to the natural isomorphism between MAGs
and directed graphs, presented in Theorem 1.
Given a MAG H , and by using the identity as the bijection f used in Theorem 1,
we obtain the directed graph Gn “ pVpHq,EpGqq, where EpGq Ď VpHqˆVpHq.
Note that Gn is isomorphic to H and corresponds to the natural isomorphism of H .
In this case, we have that the function h related to the isomorphism between EpHq
and EpGq (see Corollary 1, Equation 15) is written as
hi : EpHqÑ EpGq (16)
pa1,a2, . . . ,ap,b1,b2, . . . ,bpq ÞÑ ppa1,a2, . . . ,apq,pb1,b2, . . . ,bpqq,
where EpGq ĎVpHq
Ś
VpHq. Here, hi represents the particular case of h obtained
by the natural isomorphism between H and G.
Therefore, for any given MAG H “ pA,Eq, we can now define the function
g : ppApHq,EpHqqq Ñ pVpHq,EpGqq (17)
H ÞÑ pIpVpHqq,hipEpHqqq,
such that gpHq is the composite vertices representation of the MAG H . Since
the graph gpHq is the same graph obtained by the natural isomorphism shown in
Section 3.1, it follows that gpHq is isomorphic to the MAG H . Note that since a
MAG is isomorphic to a traditional directed graph, it follows that a sub-MAG is a
notion equivalent to the notion of sub-graphs in traditional directed graphs.
3.2.2 Order preserving
From the MAG definition, aspects are not required to be ordered sets. As a con-
sequence, the isomorphism defined in Theorem 1 does not necessarily preserves
aspect ordering. If, however, a sublist of aspects on a MAG can support order, it is
possible to obtain an isomorphism to a directed graph that preserves this order.
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Consider a MAG H of order p, such that ApHq (i.e., the aspect list of H) has a
sublist ζo “ po1,o2, ...,onq where the set o1ˆ o2ˆ ...ˆ on admits order. Note that
the sublist ζo characterizes a sub-determination of the MAG H . If we now consider
the composite vertex set VζopHq of the sub-determined MAG H , it follows that this
vertex set admits order, since VζopHq “ o1ˆo2ˆ ...ˆon.
Since by construction each composite vertex of H has exactly one element of
each set in ζo, it follows that we can partition the set VpHq by the elements of
VζopHq, so that TpHq “VpHq{VζopHq is the set of equivalence classes induced byζo in VpHq. Therefore, as each equivalence class of TpHq has exactly one element
of VζopHq, it follows that TpHq can be ordered in the same way as VζopHq.
This property can be useful for MAGs that, for instance, have one aspect that
represents time instants. In this case, the MAG can be ordered in time by making
each time instant correspond to an equivalence class.
3.3 Degree
The concept of degree in a graph is associated with the concept of vertex. In a
MAG, it is associated with an aspect, of which, as per our convention, a vertex is a
special case. We therefore, define aspect and composite vertex degrees. Since the
edges on a MAG are naturally directed, we adopt the same notation as in directed
graphs of the indegree of a vertex u denoted as deg´puq and the outdegree of a
vertex u denoted as deg`puq.
3.3.1 Aspect degree
We define the aspect degree as the number of edges incident to a given element
of an aspect. Since the edges are directed, we distinguish between indegree and
outdegree. The formal definition of aspect degree can therefore, be written as
deg`paiq “ |te P EpHq : piipeq “ aiu|, (18)
deg´paiq “ |te P EpHq : pip`ipeq “ aiu|, (19)
where ai P ApHqris is an element of the i-th aspect of the MAG H , and pii is the
canonical projection onto aspect i defined in the beginning of Section 2. There-
fore, deg`paiq is the number of edges originated at element ai and deg´paiq is the
number of edges destined to element ai, noting that ai P ApHqris.
3.3.2 Composite vertex degree
We also consider the degree based on composite vertices. The composite vertex
degree considers the degree of a vertex taking into account all the aspects present
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on the MAG. This follows directly from the definition of a composite vertex:
deg`puq “ |te P EpHq : piopeq “ uu|, (20)
deg´puq “ |te P EpHq : pidpeq “ uu|. (21)
That is, deg`puq is the number of edges originated at the composite vertex u, while
deg´puq is the number of edges destined to the composite vertex u.
3.4 Predecessor and Successor
Given an edge e P EpHq for a MAG H , we say that the composite vertex u“ piopeq
is the predecessor of v “ pidpeq, or that v “ pidpeq is the successor of u “ piopeq.
Note that the same is valid for sub-determined vertices and edges.
We say that two edges are adjacent if they have exactly one composite vertex in
common, i.e., if there are two distinct edges ea,eb P EpHq and there is a composite
vertex u P VpHq, such that u P tpiopeaq,pidpeaqu and u P tpiopebq,pidpebqu.
Theorem 2. Given a MAG H and a directed graph G isomorphic to H and a pair
of composite vertices u,v P VpHq, it follows that u is the predecessor of v if and
only if their corresponding vertices in G hold the same relation.
Proof. Since u is the predecessor of v it follows that there is an edge e P EpHq
such that u “ piopeq and v“ pidpeq. From Corollary 1 we have that there is an edge
s“ p f ppiopeqq, f ppidpeqqq PEpGq, where f is a bijection from VpHq to V pGq, so that
f ppiopeqq P V pGq corresponds to u and f ppidpeqq P V pGq corresponds to v. Hence,
as f is a bijection, the theorem holds.
Theorem 3. Let H be a MAG of order p, ζ a sub-determination, and ea,eb P
EpHq, two distinct edges such that Sζ ppiopeaqq ‰ Sζ ppidpeaqq and Sζ ppiopebqq ‰
Sζ ppidpebqq and Eζ peaq ‰ Eζ pebq . If ea and eb are adjacent edges in H, then the
sub-determined edges Eζ peaq and Eζ pebq are adjacent on the sub-determined MAG
Mζ pHq.
Proof. Since ea and eb are adjacent edges in H , it follows that they share a common
composite vertex, and are therefore, incident to three distinct composite vertices.
Let u P VpHq be the shared composite vertex, and v,w P VpHq the other two com-
posite vertices to which ea and eb are incident. Without loss of generality, we can
assume that u “ pidpeaq “ piopebq, v “ piopeaq and w “ pidpebq. Since Eζ peaq ‰
Eζ pebq, it follows that they are edges on Mζ pHq, i.e. Eζ peaq,Eζ pebq PEζ pHq. Fur-
ther, Sζ puq“ Sζ ppidpeaqq“ Sζ ppiopebqq, Sζ pvq“ Sζ ppiopeaqq and Sζ pwq“ Sζ ppidpebqq.
Therefore, Sζ puq, Sζ pvq and Sζ pwq are three distinct composite vertices on Mζ pHq,
so that Eζ peaq and Eζ pebq are adjacent, since Sζ puq is a composite vertex shared
by them.
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3.5 Walks, trails, paths, and cycles
We define a walk on a MAG H of order p as an alternating sequence W “ru1,e1,u2,
e2,u3, . . . ,uk´1, ek´1,uks of composite vertices un P VpHq and edges em P EpHq,
such that un “ piopenq and un`1 “ pidpenq for 1 ď n ă k. Note that from this def-
inition we have that for all pairs of consecutive composite vertices um and um`1,
1 ď m ď k, are adjacent and also that for all pairs of consecutive edges e j and
e j`1,1ď j ă k, are adjacent as well.
A walk is closed if u1 “ uk and open otherwise. The set of composite vertices
in the walk W is denoted as V pW q and the set of edges in the walk W is denoted as
EpW q. Since the edges in W contain elements of every aspect in ApHq, it follows
that a walk has the same p aspects of the MAG H where the walk is defined,
i.e. |ApW q| “ |ApHq|. However, for each aspect ApW qrns P ApW q, we have that
ApW qrns Ď ApHqrns, since not necessarily each element of a given aspect will be
reached by the walk. Therefore, if W is a walk on a MAG H , then V pW q Ď VpHq,
EpW q Ď EpHq, |ApW q| “ |ApHq|, and ApW qrns Ď ApHqrns for 1 ď n ď p, where
p “ |ApW q| “ |ApHq| is the order of both W and H .
Note that each edge en in a walk W can be determined from the composite ver-
tices un and un`1 by noting that un is the predecessor of un`1. Therefore, W can be
fully described by the sequence of its composite vertices, WV “ ru1,u2, ...,uks. We
may refer to a walk using this notation in cases where the precise determination of
the edges is not needed. The sequence of composite vertices WV is not necessarily
equal to the set V pW q of composite vertices in the walk, since in WV there may be
repeated composite vertices.
Further, each edge e j in a walk W also fully determines the composite vertices
u j and u j`1, since u j “ piope jq and u j`1 “ pidpe jq. Hence, W can also be deter-
mined by its sequence of edges WE “ re1,e2, . . . , ek´1s. We may use this notation
when the precise identification of the composite vertices is not needed. The se-
quence of edges WE is not necessarily equal to the set of edges EpW q, since there
may be repeated edges in WE . The length of a walk is determined by the number
of edges the walk contains, i.e. LenpW q “ |WE |.
As a short notation, in cases where there is no ambiguity, or the identity of the
composite vertices and edges in the walk is irrelevant, we may also identify a walk
W only by its starting and ending composite vertices as W “ u1 Ñ uk.
We define a trail in a MAG H as a walk on H where all edges are distinct.
Since all edges are distinct, we can identify a trail W “ ru1,e1,u2,e2,u3, ...,uk´1,
ek´1,uks with the MAG HW = (A(W), E(W)), where EpW q Ď EpHq, |ApW q| “
|ApHq|, and ApW qrns Ď ApHqrns for 1 ď n ď p, where p “ |ApW q| is the order of
W . Therefore, the trail W is a sub-MAG of H . A trail is closed when the first and
last composite vertices are the same, i.e. u1 “ uk, and open otherwise. A closed
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trail is also called a tour or a circuit.
We define a path on a MAG H as a walk on H where all composite vertices are
distinct. We can associate a path P “ ru1,e1,u2,e2,u3, ...,uk´1, ek´1,uks with the
MAG HP = (A(P), E(P)), where EpPq Ď EpHq, |ApPq| “ |ApHq|, and ApPqrns Ď
ApHqrns for 1 ď n ď p, where p “ |ApHq| is the order of H . Since all composite
vertices in P are distinct, it follows that all edges in P are also distinct, because each
edge in P is determined by the two composite vertices adjacent to it. Therefore, we
have that the path P is a sub-MAG of H .
Proposition 1. Walks, Trails, Paths, and Cycles
Theorem 1 assures that every MAG H has a unique directed graph G isomorphic to
it. From Corollary 1, it follows that every edge in a MAG H has a unique edge as-
sociated with it in the G. Finally, from Theorem 2, it follows that the isomorphism
between MAGs and directed graphs preserves the predecessor and successor rela-
tion of vertices.
As a direct consequence of these theorems, the following propositions hold.
1. An alternating sequence W of composite vertices and edges in a MAG H is a
walk on H if and only if there is a corresponding walk GW in the composite
vertices representation of H.
2. The length of a walk W on a MAG H is the same as the length of the corre-
sponding walk GW on the directed graph gpHq.
3. A walk HW on a MAG H is a trail on H if and only if there is a corresponding
trail GW on gpHq.
4. The length of a trail HW on a MAG H is the same as the length of the corre-
sponding trail GW on gpHq, i.e. LenpHW q “ LenpGW q.
5. A walk P on H is a path on H if and only if there is a corresponding path GP
on gpHq.
6. The length of a path P on a MAG H is the same as the length of the corre-
sponding path GP on gpHq, i.e. LenpPq “ LenpGPq.
7. A path P on a MAG H is a cycle if and only if the corresponding path GP in
gpHq is a cycle.
Theorem 4. Given a MAG H and a sub-determination ζ , the projection of a walk
on H onto Mζ pHq corresponds to a walk on Mζ pHq.
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Proof. Let H be a MAG of order p, Mζ pHq a sub-determined MAG of H and
W “ ru1,e1, u2,e2,u3, ...,uk´1, ek´1,uks a walk on MAG H . Consider Wζ “
rSζ pu1q,Eζ pe1q,Sζ pu2q,Eζ pe2q,Sζ pu3q, ...,Sζ puk´1q,Eζ pek´1q,Sζ pukqs. If all the
edges en P EpW q are such that Sζ ppiopenqq ‰ Sζ ppidpenqq and Eζ penq ‰ Eζ pen`1q,
then every consecutive pair of composite vertices Sζ punq and Sζ pun`1q are dis-
tinct and this theorem holds as a direct consequence of Theorem 3. If for a given
edge en P EpHq we have that Sζ ppiopenqq “ Sζ ppidpenqq, this means that Eζ penq is
a self-loop. In this case, Eζ penq and Sζ pun`1q are dropped from Wζ , eliminat-
ing the self-loop. If for a given pair of consecutive edges en,en`1 we have that
Eζ penq “ Eζ pen`1q, then both Eζ penq and Eζ pen`1q are self-loops, so that Eζ penq,
Sζ pun, Eζ pen`1q and Sζ pun`1q are dropped from Wζ . Once all self-loops are re-
moved from Wζ , the remaining alternating sequence of composite vertices and
edges is a walk on Mζ pHq and therefore, this theorem holds. Note, however, that
Wζ may be reduced to a single composite vertex and no edge.
Since Theorem 4 holds for any given sub-determination, it also holds for the
aggregated graph of H , since it is a special case of sub-determination.
From Theorem 4, we have that the projection of a trail W onto a sub-determined
MAG Mζ pHq is a walk, i.e. the projection of a trail does not necessarily lead to
a trail on Mζ pHq. Consider the trail W “ ru1,pu1,u2q,u2,pu2,u3q, u3,pu3,u4q,
u4,pu4,u5q,u5s, where all five composite nodes are distinct, but Sζ pu1q “ Sζ pu4q
and Sζ pu2q “ Sζ pu5q. Note that Eζ ppu1,u2qq “ Eζ ppu4,u5qq and, therefore, Wζ is
not a trail on Mζ .
From Theorem 4, we have that the projection of a path W onto a sub-determined
MAG Mζ pHq is a walk. We intend to show that such projection of a path does not
necessarily lead to a trail on Mζ pHq. Consider the path W “ru1,pu1,u2q,u2,pu2,u3q,
u3,pu3,u4q,u4,pu4,u5q,u5s, where all five composite nodes are distinct, but Sζ pu1q“
Sζ pu5q. Since all composite nodes of W are distinct, W is a path on the MAG
H . Let’s consider the projection onto Mζ , Wζ “ rSζ pu1q,Eζ ppu1,u2qq,Sζ pu2q,
Eζ ppu2,u3qq,Sζ pu3q,Eζ ppu3,u4qq,Sζ pu4q,Eζ ppu4,u5qq,Sζ pu5qs. Since Sζ pu1q “
Sζ pu5q, there is a repeated composite vertex in Wζ , and therefore, Wζ is not a path
on Mζ .
3.6 Shortest paths on a MAG
Before defining a shortest path in a MAG, we first present the concept of shortest
walk. Given two distinct composite vertices ua,ub P VpHq in a MAG H , such that
there is at least one walk from ua to ub, we define the shortest walk between ua and
ub as the walk Ws from ua to ub such that no other walk from ua to ub is shorter
than Ws. Note that a shortest walk between a given pair of distinct composite
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vertices is not necessarily unique.
Theorem 5. A shortest walk Ws between a given pair of distinct composite vertices
on a MAG is necessarily a path.
Proof. (by contradiction)
Let H be a MAG of order p, u1,uq P VpHq two distinct composite vertices in H ,
and P“ ru1,u2, . . . ,uqs a shortest walk from u1 to uq in H . We now assume that P
is not a path (i.e. P has at least one repeated composite vertex). Then, there is (at
least) a pair of composite vertices u j,uk P P, such that u j “ uk, j ‰ k, and jă k. In
this case, Ps “ ru1,u2, . . . ,u j,uk`1, . . . ,uqs is a walk from u1 to uq which is shorter
than P. This is a contradiction, since P is a shortest walk from u1 to uq in H .
Note that the same argument holds for particular cases, such as when j “ 1 or
k “ q. We can therefore conclude that P is a path, and the theorem holds.
Theorem 6. A path P between two composite vertices u and v on a MAG H is a
shortest path between these vertices if and only if the corresponding path GP in
gpHq is a shortest path between the vertices u and v in gpHq.
Proof. • ùñ (by contradiction)
Let u,v P VpHq be two composite vertices on a MAG H and P be a shortest
path from u to v. Further, let GP be the corresponding path from u to v on
the graph gpHq. From Proposition 1 (6), we have that LenpPq “ LenpGPq.
Let’s suppose that GP is not a shortest path from u to v on gpHq. This means
that there is a path GPS from u to v on gpHq, such that LenpGPSq ă LenpGPq.
Then, by Proposition 1 (5) and (2), there must be a corresponding path PS
from u to v on H , such that LenpPSq ă LenpPq. This is a contradiction, since
P is a shortest path from u to v on H . Therefore, GP is a shortest path from
u to v on gpHq.
• ðù (by contradiction)
Let u,v P V pgpHqq be two vertices on gpHq and GP be a shortest path from
u to v. Further, let P be the corresponding path from u to v on the MAG H .
From Proposition 1 (6), we have that LenpGPq “ LenpPq.
Let’s suppose that P is not a shortest path from u to v on MAG H . Then,
there must be a path PS from u to v in H , such that LenpPSq ă LenpPq. Thus,
from Proposition 1 (5) and (2), there must be a corresponding path GPS from
u to v on gpHq, such that LenpGPSq ă LenpGPq. This is a contradiction, since
GP is a shortest path from u to v on gpHq. Therefore, P is a shortest path
from u to v on the MAG H .
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4 MAG applicability
The MAG concept is a graph generalization able to represent multilayer and time-
varying networks, as well as time-varying multilayer networks. Aspects in a MAG
represent key independent features of the complex networked system to be repre-
sented, such as time instants or layers, generalizing the notion of vertex. In this
section, we thus present an overview of the applicability of the proposed MAG ab-
straction. Table 1 summarizes the possible MAG applicability as a function of the
MAG order |A|, i.e. the number of aspects present in each case. Order 1 MAGs
are traditional directed graphs, order 2 MAGs can represent time-varying graphs
(TVGs) or multilayer graphs, order 3 MAGs can represent objects like time-varying
multilayer graphs, and so on.
Table 1: MAG applicability as a function of the MAG order |A|.
|A| Composite Vertex Edge Examples
1 single object ordered pair directed graph
2 ordered pair ordered quadruple TVG or multilayer
3 ordered triple ordered sextuple Time-varying multilayer
4 ordered quadruple ordered octuple . . .
The remainder of this section discusses some general examples of the appli-
cability of order 2 and 3 MAGs as well as of the basic MAG representation and
algorithms.
4.1 Multilayer graphs
Multilayer graphs are used to represent networked systems where distinct complex
networks interact with each other and can be represented as a layered system [5].
Examples of such systems are, for instance, power supply networks, which have
distinct power and control networks [16], or an arrangement of multiple online
social networks (such as facebook, linkedin, and twitter) where users with accounts
on multiple networks act as an interconnection between them.
Note that this kind of multilayer networked systems can be represented by
using order 2 MAGs, with one aspect for the vertices and another aspect for the
layers, which are the key independent features of this kind of systems. For instance,
in the case of power supply networks, these networks could be represented by a
MAG with aspects “device” and “layer”, while the multiple online social networks
can be represented by an order 2 MAG with aspects “user” and “online social
network”.
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4.2 Time-varying graphs (TVGs)
Recently, there is an increasing interest in studying time-varying networks, which
can be seen as networks whose structure (vertices and edges) may vary in time. As
a consequence of this interest, a number of distinct representations for this kind of
network has been proposed [9, 10, 17, 18, 19]. Some of these representations are
equivalent. However, some of them are not, i.e., it is not possible to directly trans-
late a network from a model to another one. In [13], we show that, by using a TVG
constructed with a MAG model (i.e., a order 2 MAG), we derive an unifying model
that can represent several previous (classes of) models for time-varying networks
found in the recent literature, which in general are unable to represent each other.
In particular, the previous classes of models for TVG representation that are shown
in [13] to be unified by a MAG-based TVG representation include TVG models
based on: (i) snapshots, such as those used by [10, 17, 19]; (ii) continuous time
intervals [9]; (iii) spatial and temporal edges [18]; and (iv) temporal and mixed
edges [20]. The fundamental characteristic that allows the MAG-based TVG rep-
resentation proposed in [13] to unify these previous (classes of) models is that it
has a set of types of edges that is able to represent all the previous models. More
specifically, an edge e “ pu, ta,v, tbq, where u and v are vertices while ta and tb are
time instants, in the MAG-based TVG model may be classified into four classes
depending on its temporal characteristic:
1. Spatial edges connect two nodes at the same time instant, e is in the form of
e“ pu, ta,v, taq, where u‰ v;
2. Temporal edges connect the same node at two distinct time instants, e is in
the form of e “ pu, ta,u, tbq, where ta ‰ tb;
3. Mixed edges connect distinct nodes at distinct time instants, e is in the form
of e “ pu, ta,v, tbq, where u ‰ v and ta ‰ tb;
4. Spatial-temporal self-loop edges connect the same node at the same time
instant, e is in the form of e “ pu, ta,u, taq.
Each of the previous TVG models actually uses a subset of these types of edges.
In particular, for the TVG models based on continuous time intervals, a discretiza-
tion process is applied in order to have a discrete construction that uses a subset of
these types of edges. In a similar way, the use of different subsets of these types of
edges is why the previous models are unable to represent each other. In contrast,
since the MAG-based TVG representation allows for the use of all these types of
edges, it is able to be a unifying model for previous (classes of) models for TVGs,
which are unable to represent each other. We refer the interested reader to [13] for
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further details and examples on this unifying MAG-based representation for TVG
models.
Building upon this MAG-based unifying model for TVGs, Costa et al. [21]
introduce and investigate the notion of time centrality to evaluate the relative im-
portance of time instants in TVGs. It is shown that diffusion starting at the best
ranked time instants (i.e. the most central ones), according to the considered met-
rics, can perform a faster and more efficient diffusion process in TVGs.
Due to the time-varying characteristic of TVGs, in some cases it can be of
interest to determine distances in terms of time. This kind of temporal distance can
be extracted from a MAG representation of a time-varying network. In particular,
in a MAG where the time instants are ordered, and all edges with a time component
follow the increasing order of time, the temporal distance of a path can be obtained
from the sub-determination of the path upon the time aspect (i.e. representing the
path only on the time aspect). Note that a temporal or mixed edge e “ pu, ta,v, tbq
can be progressive (ta ă tb) or regressive (ta ą tb) in time. Progressive temporal
edges represent the intuitive evolution in time of the TVG. In contrast, regressive
temporal edges can intrinsically model cyclic (i.e., periodic) behavior in dynamic
networks [13].
4.3 MAG representation and algorithms
In this paper, we introduce the MAG abstraction, briefly discussing its applicability
in this section. For practical use, however, it is necessary to have ways to properly
and efficiently represent MAGs. Furthermore, it is also necessary to have a set of
basic algorithms capable of manipulating MAGs that can be used to build more
advanced algorithms for the particular analysis of the application of interest.
In this context, we provide in a companion paper [22] discussion in further
details such basic MAG representations and algorithms. In particular, we present
basic manipulation algorithms that can perform operations like build MAGs, ex-
tract sub-MAGs, and make MAG sub-determinations. As indicated at the end of
Section 3.2.1, sub-MAGs are the equivalent of sub-graphs for MAGs. In contrast,
a MAG sub-determination, defined in Section 2.2.3, is similar to the concept of
aggregation, which is well-known in the theory of multilayer graphs and time-
varying graphs. Aggregations consist in projecting all edges upon a single layer
of the graph and thereby transforming it into a traditional graph. In time-varying
graphs, for instance, this corresponds to eliminate the notion of time, whereas in
multilayer graphs an aggregation corresponds to eliminate the layers. However,
in MAGs with order greater than 2, there are many complex ways to do aggrega-
tions. In fact, a sub-determination is a generalization of aggregation. Further, we
recall that Section 2.2.1 shows that an order p MAG admits 2p ´ 2 distinct sub-
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determinations, coinciding with the fact that traditional graphs (order 1 MAGs)
cannot be sub-determined. In short, we remark that a Sub-MAG reduces the num-
ber of composite vertices of the original MAG, whereas a sub-determination of the
same MAG reduces its number of aspects.
Further, in [22], we also present more elaborated graph algorithms for MAGs,
such as breadth-first search (BFS) and depth-first search (DFS), that can be used as
building blocks for other uses, thus allowing the extension of the MAG applicabil-
ity. Concerning algorithm complexity, given the isomorphism between a MAG and
a traditional directed graph, we expect MAG algorithms to have the same complex-
ity as the equivalent algorithms for traditional directed graphs. For instance, if the
MAG algorithm is derived from a given traditional algorithm which is polynomial
for traditional graphs, the resulting algorithm for MAGs will be polynomial in the
size of the composite vertices representation of the MAG.
As discussed in [22], MAG algorithms are presented in two forms: (i) the
natural form, where the result is expressed in terms of full composite vertices;
and (ii) the sub-determinated form, where the result is given as sub-determinated
vertices. Sub-determined algorithms are algorithms that receive a given MAG, its
companion tuple, and a given sub-determination. The output of sub-determined
algorithms is expressed in terms of sub-determined vertices, according to the sub-
determination provided to the algorithm. At a first glance, this seems similar to
sub-determine the MAG and run the natural form of the desired algorithm on the
resulting sub-determined MAG. However, in this case, results may be affected by
spurious paths potentially created by the sub-determination process, in a similar
way to what may happen in a traditional aggregation process in time-varying or
multilayer graphs. Since the sub-determined algorithm uses the original MAG,
the results can be computed disregarding potentially spurious paths generated by a
sub-determination, therefore always getting the correct results [22].
As a further contribution, we also make available Python implementations of
all the algorithms presented in [22] at the following URL: http://github.com/wehmuthklaus/MAG_Alg
5 Conclusion
In this paper, we have formalized the MultiAspect Graph (MAG) concept and have
proved that a MAG is isomorphic to a traditional directed graph. This leads to
an important theoretical framework because this allows the use of the isomorphic
directed graph as a tool to analyze both the properties of a MAG and the behavior of
dynamic processes over a MAG. Further, we have also demonstrated that other key
MAG properties, such as adjacency, walks, trails, and paths, are also closely related
to their counterparts in a traditional directed graph. Such demonstrated properties
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allow MAG-based models of complex networked systems to be analyzed with the
help of directed graph arguments.
The MAG concept thus enables the modelling of networked objects with char-
acteristics similar to traditional graphs, but that simultaneously also present some
dependency on other aspects, such as layers and/or time. Since the MAG structure
admits an arbitrary (finite) number of aspects, it hence introduces a powerful mod-
elling abstraction for higher-order networked complex systems. As future work,
we intend to further investigate the MAG applicability, such as studying centrality
analysis on higher-order networks using MAGs and applying the MAG concept on
the modeling of higher-order networked systems from different domains.
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